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Abstract

Generating teacher-like questions and answers remains an open issue while being useful for students, teachers and teaching aid ap-
plication providers. Given a textual course material, we are interested in generating non-factual questions which require an elaborate
answer (implying some sort of analysis or reasoning). Despite the availability of annotated corpora of questions and answers, two main
obstacles prevent the development of such generator using deep learning. Firstly, the amount of qualitative data is not sufficient to train
generative approaches. Secondly, for a stand-alone application, we do not have an explicit support to guide the generation towards
complex questions. In this article, we propose and compare several new retargetable language algorithms for answer text span support
extraction and complex question generation, on secondary education course material use-case in French. We study the contribution of
deep neural syntactic parsing and transformer based semantic representation, relying on the question type (according to our specific
question typology) and the support text span in the context. We highlight the important role of nominal noun phrases and dependency
relations, as well as the gain brought by recent transformer language models.
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1. Introduction
In education, few mature approaches for teaching assis-
tance using deep-learning methods are deployed. However,
recent advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) al-
lows us to envision applications for the extraction, process-
ing or generation of information for pedagogical purposes.
We aim to develop a teaching assistant for generating non-
factual questions (leading to elaborated answers) guided by
text courses materials, implying some analysis or reasoning
going beyond the simple restitution of factual data. The
use-case chosen for our experiences concerns secondary
courses of history in French language, in the context of a
project funded by a technology transfer accelerator1 in col-
laboration with a company2 specialized in applications for
education. The project aims to produce a question answer-
ing system with high pedagogical value inside an applica-
tion able to guide students by partially answering course
questions, redirecting them to relevant articles/courses, or
proposing Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) to consolidate
their knowledge.
To fulfill this objective we collected French question-
answer pairs on education materials from both school
books and Wikipedia. We currently have about 500 manu-
ally annotated question-answer pairs. Given a text course
material, annotators qualified in the field of the course,
were instructed to produce a set of questions of various
types, indicating for each the text span of the course ma-

1SATT Paris-Saclay, convention de maturation AVE-TAL
2stellia.ai, https://stellia.ai/

terial from which the answer can be inferred.
The amount of annotated data we have now does not allow
us to consider training or fine-tuning deep-learning gener-
ative approaches. Additionally, for a stand-alone applica-
tion, we do not have access to the answer spans to guide
the generation of the question, i.e. the passage of the text
where the question generation system must focus on. In this
paper we propose to train different transformer generation
model for question generation using the corpus as evalua-
tion material. Specifically, we study various support spans
(named support or question support) extraction algorithms
and compare them on their ability to produce teacher-like
questions.
In the following, we first discuss works related to the ques-
tion generation task; secondly, we describe the French ed-
ucational corpus collected; in a third section we introduce
the question support extraction algorithms and discuss our
choices; then we present the experimental settings and pro-
tocol; we subsequently reports results of the experiments
and discuss the abilities of the different approaches to gen-
erate teacher-like questions; finally, we conclude with a dis-
cussion of proposed and future approaches.

2. Related Works
Summaries, questions and answers generation have been
and remain central topics in the NLP community. These
different tasks have benefited from machine learning and
deep learning advances. The “transformer” neural archi-
tecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) has provided significant im-
provements for generative approaches. These architec-



tures have been revised in many ways by addressing multi-
tasks (Raffel et al., 2020; Radford et al., 2019) or by scal-
ing and increasing the size of the models and datasets
used (Brown et al., 2020). Primarily developed for the
English language these pre-trained models are now avail-
able in French with CamemBERT and FlauBERT (Martin
et al., 2020; Le et al., 2020) language models (LM) or the
BARThez generation model (Eddine et al., 2021). Most
of the effective approaches now consider the multi-lingual
settings for pre-training LM (Liu et al., 2020).

To adapt these models to a specific task, a common ap-
proach consists in fine-tuning language models on task ori-
ented corpora. The corpus SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016)
strongly participates in improving question-answering task,
providing a large dataset of questions and extractive an-
swers. More recently, Google published the corpus Nat-
ural Question (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019): a corpus with
natural language questions, with long and short paragraphs
for answers (extracted from the English Wikipedia). In
conversational QA the corpus CANARD and QUAC (El-
gohary et al., 2019; Choi et al., 2018) are available. For
retrieval-based question-answering where documents are
answers, the MSMarco passage dataset (Nguyen et al.,
2016) is today the reference for training or fine-tuning mod-
els. If most QA corpora are available in English, French
community also produced corpora such as FQuAD (Mar-
tin et al., 2020), Piaf (Keraron et al., 2020) or CALOR-
QUEST (Bechet et al., 2019) for extractive QA. More re-
cently, the CALOR-DIAL (Béchet et al., 2022) corpus ad-
dresses dialogue question answering for the French lan-
guage. However, these corpora mainly rely on factual QA,
where the answer is a short text such as a named entity, an
event, a date, a quantity, or a location. Recently, a new
corpus Autogestion (Antoine et al., 2022) has been cre-
ated to address non-factual questions, the associated study
demonstrates the inability of standard models to address
most complex questions. All those corpora can be used
for question generation (QG), answer generation, or answer
extraction tasks.

Many QA works rely on those datasets particularly in ma-
chine reading comprehension (Liu et al., 2018; Yamada
et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). Moreover QA can
be addressed within different frameworks such as the re-
trieval (Khattab and Zaharia, 2020; Karpukhin et al., 2020)
or conversational (Anantha et al., 2021) one. Recent works
have focused on explainable answers by Chain of Thought
prompting (Wei et al., 2022) leveraging huge LM, simi-
larly (Huang et al., 2022) proposed improvement of the
approaches with no additional data needed. For QG, dif-
ferent kinds of approaches have been explored, such as
the template-based approach where a pre-set of templates
is filled with document information (Wolfe, 1976), the
sequence-to-sequence approaches (Zi et al., 2019) or con-
sidering both (Fabbri et al., 2020). In a sequence to se-
quence model, additional information is usually given to
guide the generation, the “question support”. Extracting
salient text spans is thus a key sub-task for text genera-
tion, it can be leveraged without any task prior, relying on

part-of-speech extraction (Toutanvoa and Manning, 2000),
dependency parsing (Surdeanu and Manning, 2010) or key-
word extraction with KeyBERT (Grootendorst, 2020) using
Bert embedding.
Although generation of either question or answer is get-
ting closer from human writing, the lack of metrics still
remains an issue. Generally in language generation the n-
gram based approach such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
or ROUGE (Lin, 2004) metrics are commonly involved.
Some approaches using language model have been pro-
posed, allowing to take into account meaning similarity in-
stead of words similarity, such as the BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2020) based on embedding. Even if specific ques-
tion generation metrics exist, as the Q-metric (Nema and
Khapra, 2018), at the best of our knowledge none are as
reliable as human judgment.

3. A French corpus for education
To gather a qualitative French corpus for education, we
collect textbooks from middle and high school about His-
tory, Geography, Life science, and Civic Education from
the “Livrescolaire”3. In addition, we retrieve Wikipedia ar-
ticles related to this corpus. We filter them using Wikipedia
API with queries based on the titles from the educational
textbooks, then we bring together the subsections selected.
We present to annotators paragraphs of a document and we
asked them to create the following annotations:
• A question: written by the annotator.
• The question type: factual, descriptive, course or syn-
thesis.
• The question support(s): extracted spans targeting the
subject of the question.
• Answer element(s): the different passages allowing to
answer the question.
• The hand written answer: from the annotator, using the
answer elements.
Notice that for each document we asked annotators to cre-
ate many annotations. We will focus here on the first three
annotations. Translated examples are provided in table 1.
We already launched two first annotation campaigns where

Type Question Support

Factual In which year did
Christopher Columbus
reach America ?

Christopher Columbus reached
America (1492)

Descriptive What is a rotary press ? A rotary press is a typographic
press mounted on a cylinder, al-
lowing continuous printing.

Course How did the Europeans
legitimize their domina-
tion?

Europeans rethink the hierar-
chy of people within a Christian
and European-centered scheme
which then serves to legitimize
their domination

Synthesis Why did some French
people support the state
of emergency after the
2015 Paris attacks ?

• protects them against the ter-
rorist threat and the risk of a new
attack, which is feared by all.
• This exceptional regime con-
tinues to appear as “a necessity”.

Table 1: Examples for the four question types

we obtained 412 questions. In the following, QAE will

3https://www.lelivrescolaire.fr/



refer to questions answers for education, with QAE-A the
dataset obtained with teachers and QAE-B the dataset from
a private annotation organism. In the future, the goal is to
collect around 10.000 question/answer pairs in a final anno-
tation campaign, which will provide a corpus to train deep
neural network on complex question/answer generation.

4. Extracting the support to generate a
question

Although a question support is available for generating
questions and answers in the collected corpus, in real case
this information is unavailable. In the following we define
the automatic extraction of the question support.

4.1. Generate the question
In our experiments, our generative models take as input a
context and a question support in order to generate a ques-
tion. The context chosen is the paragraph from which a sup-
port is extracted. We make use of a special token < hl >
which is set around the question support. The format given
is the following:

[pre_context] < hl > [support] < hl > [post_context]

For training, our cost function relies on minimizing the
cross-entropy loss.

4.2. Extracting the question generation support
When building an automatic tool, the support for generat-
ing question is rarely given. In this study, we focus on the
selection of such support by extracting specific information
for each sentence of the original support extracted. For in-
stance, given the sentence:
”After the failure of the Hungarian revolt during the
Springtime of Nations, the Empire of Austria and its dy-
nasty, the Habsburgs, reclaimed their full power”
Original sentence: Après l’échec de la révolution populaire hongroise lors du Print-

emps des peuples, l’Empire d’Autriche et sa dynastie, les Habsbourg, sont restaurés

dans toute leur puissance.

which part should be given to the model to generate the fol-
lowing question:
”What are the consequences of the Hungarian revolt fail-
ure during the Springtime of Nations?”
Original sentence: Quelle est la conséquence de l’échec de la révolution populaire

hongroise?

In the corpora available in the literature, a named entity,
usually the answer, is given as the additional input in the
form of a text span to guide the question generation sys-
tem. However, a named entity is rarely sufficient to pro-
duce complex questions as it leads generation to only focus
on a factual element. We thus try to automatically extract
relevant text spans which would better guide the genera-
tion, using entities, syntactical units (such as objects of the
predicate) or group of words standing together as a seman-
tic unit (keyphrases). We studied approaches based on the
following elements:

• Source (SRC): The question support selected by hu-
man annotators in our corpus, for instance: “the Em-
pire of Austria and its dynasty, the Habsburgs, re-

claimed their full power”. In few cases, the selected
support is not contiguous (annotators selected support
in different paragraph), in this case one question by
contiguous support will be generated leading to have
many questions by annotation.

• Named entities (ENT) : A selection of named entities
from any sentence overlapping with the source, for in-
stance: “Springtime of Nations”, “Empire of Austria”,
“Hasburgs”.

• Noun phrases (NP) : A selection of noun phrases
from any sentence overlapping with the source, for in-
stance: “their full power”, “its dynasty”, “the Hungar-
ian revolt”. We did not take into account noun phrases
overlapping with entities.

• Object (OBJ) : the object, i.e. the subtree annotated
as OBJ by a dependency parser, from sentences over-
lapping with the source. For instance: “the Empire
of Austria and its dynasty, the Habsburgs, reclaimed
their full power” (here, it is the same as the source).

• Keyphrase (KP) : A selection of extracted “key pas-
sages” with a KeyBERT model (based on Camem-
BERT) from any sentence overlapping with the
source. The KeyBERT model averages the embedding
of the sentence and computes the cosine similarity of
the contextual embeddings of text portions with this
average. For each sentence we sample the top two
key-phrases from 2 to 15 tokens using a diversity pa-
rameters of 0.6 (using Maximal Marginal Relevance).
For contextual embeddings we used the camenBERT-
base model4 For the current example we obtained the
following supports: “After the failure of the Hungar-
ian revolt during the Springtime of Nations,” and “re-
claimed their full power”

We use the spacy 5 library with the fr_core_news_lg model
to extract the support from the sentences. Notice that we
use SRC support as default value.

5. Experimental settings
Model. In our experiments we fine-tuned three differ-
ent models: BARThez4 a French model designed for
generative tasks having both encoder and decoder pre-
trained; MBARThez4 model trained with objective simi-
lar to BARThez model using a multilingual setting (using
the MBART architecture); MBART4 model, a multilingual
model trained on translation tasks in many languages. For
multi-lingual approaches, we use a special token to specify
the language of the input or output text. The code can be
find on github6

Corpus. To train and validate our model we use the
French datasets Piaf and FQuAD, for multilingual model
the SQuaD datasets is additionally considered. We split
the datasets to obtained the set described in table 2, and
only use French datasets for validation. On the evaluation
side, we use both our own educational corpus, QAE-A and

4https://huggingface.co
5https://spacy.io/
6https://github.com/tgeral68/EFRQA

https://github.com/tgeral68/EFRQA


Corpus Train Validation Evaluation
SQuAD 87599 − −
FQuAD 20731 1641 1547

Piaf 7375 1082 767
QAE-A − − 252
QAE-B − − 182

Table 2: Number of question and answer pairs in the different
corpora. SQuAD has only been used for training.

Dataset MBART BARThez MBARThez

FQuAD 41.8 / 90.9 42.4 / 91.0 45.2 / 91.5
Piaf 38.5 / 90.5 38.3 / 90.3 39.7 / 90.6

QAE-A 27.5 / 89.2 28.0 / 89.3 28.6 / 89.3
QAE-B 35.4 / 90.4 37.3 / 90.5 38.4 / 90.7

Table 3: Results for the different models and dataset. We report
the RougeL / BERTScore metrics.

QAE-B, and the test set of Piaf and FQuAD. For multilin-
gual approaches, we duplicate each training corpus having
the question translated (for FQuAD and Piaf the question is
translated into English, for SQuAD into French) using the
pre-trained MBART model.

Training. All models are fine-tuned using the same
hyper-parameters: during the first 1000 iterations we lin-
early increase the learning rate to reach 1−4 (starting at
1−7). The batch size is fixed to 128 samples using gradient
accumulation. The context is truncated if exceeding 512
tokens. The optimizer is AdamW (Kingma and Ba, 2015);
an epoch is specified to use 2000 batches and the training
samples are randomly sampled. We stop the training if the
RougeL value does not increase during 5 epochs (on vali-
dation set), the model with the best validation is saved and
used in later experiments.

Evaluation. For the evaluation, we choose two metrics:
RougeL, and BERTScore. RougeL 4, originally designed
for machine translation, measures the number of n-grams
shared between the prediction and the ground truth. We do
not consider approaches based on geometrical mean like
BLEU since the number of questions for each context may
vary depending on the extraction approach. BERTScore4

evaluates the similarity between two spans based on con-
textual embeddings extracted from a RoBERTa model4

(xlm-roberta-large).

6. Results and analysis
In table 3 we report the performances of the different mod-
els for the two metrics. We observe that the MBARThez
model outperforms the other models, including its mono-
lingual counterpart. This result confirms the trend that
increasing the number of parameters and exploiting the
knowledge of datasets in different languages improve per-
formance. The two models take advantage of being trained
on generative tasks. Results for MBART demonstrate that
translation models are not the best suited for question gen-
eration, the model being potentially biased by this initial

task.
Although we did not report the side experiments where
both the MBART and MBARThez models were fine-tuned
on French corpora only, the validation results were lower,
as could be expected. This emphasizes the improvement
brought by training on datasets from different languages
and demonstrate that we can augment the training sets with
foreign corpora. We also note that BERTScore is less in-
formative as values vary only within a small range and, in
most cases, it follows the tendencies of the RougeL score.
In the following, we will only consider RougeL and the
MBARThez model.

6.1. Performances related to question support
In the following experiment, we evaluate performances
based on the extracted question support. Table 4 reports
the results obtained when considering the different ques-
tion support. In addition to mean RougeL score, we pro-
cess the mean for the best and worst rated questions, as
for each source, several supports can be extracted and one
question is generated per support, the mean number of sup-
ports extracted is also given. Extracting the object (OBJ)
give the overall best (Mean in the table) generated question
according to the four datasets while also maximizing the
worst (Min) question generated. This extracting approach
is thus reliable to generate valid questions and minimize the
risk of generating poor or incorrect questions. The noun
phrases (NP) maximize the best (Max in the table) gen-
erated questions. However, it is difficult to draw conclu-
sions as a high number of supports were extracted for each
source, and hence more questions were generated than for
the other supports. Thus, extracting certain noun phrases
allows us to get the questions most similar to those of the
annotators. However, these results do not allow us to judge
the quality of the questions, i.e. many other relevant ques-
tions can be produced for a same passage.

6.2. Human evaluation
If the previous metrics offer insights into how the models
perform and can reproduce questions from the test set, we
still lack a qualitative evaluation. We asked human anno-
tators to evaluate the question quality. Each question was
evaluated on a scale from 1 to 4 on three criteria: the syntax
correctness, the meaning of the question, the answerabil-
ity according to the context. The annotators also classified
whether a question is factual or not.
Table 5 show the judgment of 5 annotators, with 30 ques-
tions each from QRE datasets. The best performances for
syntax and question relevance are obtained with OBJ ex-
traction, this reinforces the results of section 6.1.. How-
ever, for answerability, the ENT extraction achieves better
results, it may be a consequence of the format of such ques-
tions (factual) and the format of the answer (unique entity).
This intuition is supported by the factuality ratio (FACT),
where only few (10%) questions are classified as factual.
On the contrary, less factual questions are obtained through
the OBJ extraction approach, which enhance its relevance
to generate more complex questions.



Dataset Sup Mean Max Min N

fquad

ENT 32.5 38.8 26.9 2.3
NP 28.8 45.7 16.2 7.1
KP 30.7 37.7 23.7 2.0

OBJ 33.6 36.9 30.6 1.7

piaf

ENT 29.9 35.3 25.1 2.4
NP 26.7 40.9 16.0 6.4
KP 28.0 34.2 21.8 2.0

OBJ 31.5 34.5 28.7 1.6

QAE-A

ENT 25.9 30.4 21.8 2.5
NP 24.1 38.1 13.3 8.5
KP 25.7 34.4 17.4 3.4

OBJ 25.9 29.6 22.8 2.0

QAE-B

ENT 28.2 33.2 24.2 2.5
NP 28.8 43.6 16.9 8.7
KP 31.3 41.1 23.0 3.9

OBJ 32.9 37.7 28.9 2.3

Table 4: MBARThez results for the different extraction (see sec-
tion 4.2.). RougeL is reported for the average (Mean), maxi-
mum (Max) and minimum (Min) performance of each question
grouped by source, with N indicating its mean number.

COR REL ANS FAC

SRC 3.63 3.17 3.17 60%/30%

ENT 3.53 2.73 3.47 83%/10%
NP 3.40 2.47 2.87 83%/ 7%
KP 3.60 2.60 2.83 83%/16%
OBJ 3.67 2.87 3.23 70%/20%

Total 3.57 2.77 3.11 75%/16%

Table 5: Human evaluation for the QRE-A & QRE-B datasets
(on a scale from 1 to 4) with COR the syntax correctness, REL
the question relevance, ANS the answerability and, FAC if the
question is factual or not.

6.3. Performances according to question types
We show in table 6 the RougeL performances for the gener-
ated question from SRC support and OBJ support (as best
performances are reached considering this last extraction
approach). As a reminder, the course (COUR) and synthe-
sis (SYNT) questions are usually more sophisticated, and
thus harder to generate. The synthesis questions are par-
ticularly challenging since they often rely on different pas-
sages of the text. On the contrary, vocabulary questions
are much easier to generate: firstly, because the associated
text mostly relies on an explicit definition in the context,
which limits the possibles questions, e.g. “Discrimination:
treating someone differently because of their origin, skin
color, religion, gender or sexual orientation, political or
trade union orientation.”; secondly, the questions are often
simple and have few templates available, e.g. “What is dis-
crimination?”. Although we obtain the best performances
within the manually annotated support (Mean column) on
RougeL score, the results obtained considering the object
of the sentence are not far behind, thus it remains a good

Dataset QType Mean Max Min N

SRC (manually annotated support)

QAE-A

FACT 26.2 ” ” 1.0
VOCA 57.6 ” ” 1.0
COUR 26.0 ” ” 1.0
SYNT 24.2 ” ” 1.0

QAE-B

FACT 53.0 ” ” 1.0
VOCA 53.7 ” ” 1.0
COUR 35.0 35.5 34.4 1.1
SYNT 19.3 23.9 15.3 2.4

OBJ (support based on sentence object extraction)

QAE-A

FACT 22.1 23.5 20.6 1.5
VOCA 52.8 56.0 49.6 1.4
COUR 24.6 28.8 21.3 1.9
SYNT 21.7 25.7 18.2 2.3

QAE-B

FACT 36.0 38.8 33.2 1.3
VOCA 48.1 51.9 44.6 1.6
COUR 33.6 36.8 30.3 1.6
SYNT 18.3 27.0 12.3 4.2

Table 6: Results based on the different question type for support
based on object and source (RougeL score).

candidate for generating this kind of questions. Interest-
ingly, we observe better scores for OBJ based generation
when looking at the average of maximum performances
(Max column) for both courses and synthesis questions. We
thus, empirically demonstrate that we can generate ques-
tions closer to the manually created ones and less factual
using extraction of object sentences.

7. Conclusion
We address the question generation task to generate
teacher-like questions. To this end, we developed differ-
ent algorithms and evaluated them on a new French corpus
focused on educational question generation. Furthermore,
we studied the impact of many support extraction meth-
ods in order to develop a reliable automatic question gen-
eration system for education. Then we spotlight the per-
formances according the type and complexity of the ques-
tion. We empirically demonstrate that it remains possible
to improve the quality of questions using corpora in mul-
tiple languages (section 6.). Then, we compared different
extraction methods to get the generation support. Even if
human-extracted passages led to the best performances, we
show that extracting sentence objects is a good candidate
to automatically generate questions. Our human evalua-
tion emphasized the relevance of object extraction, showing
its ability to generate non factual question. Finally, we re-
ported performances based on question types, showing that
the difficulty of the questions fits our intuition, where rea-
soning questions are difficult to reproduce according to the
current model training protocol and configuration. It is still
difficult to automatically state the quality of the questions;
we evaluate each generated question according to its like-
lihood with the annotated question which does not express



how good it is. In future work, we plan to explore eval-
uation metrics to better judge the quality of the generated
questions. Furthermore, for complex questions, the answer
may rely on several passages, the approaches designed here
only take into account a single span for generating ques-
tions. This point will be addressed once the amount of
collected data allows us to fine-tune transformers models
(annotation of 10.000 questions-answers pairs is planned).
Last but not least, according to the long-term objectives,
the answer extraction/generation are foreseen, particularly
to produce answers within an explanation scheme.
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